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Exercise 1: (Forwarding MODE register) (5 points)
If we allow writes to a MODE register (by performing movg2s instruction), it could happen that
detection of illegal instruction in circuit stage 1 requires forwarding of a MODE register. E.g.
consider a case when we are writing 1 to MODE (switching to a user mode) and in the next
instruction are writing 0 to MODE (switching back to system mode). This behaviour is illegal,
because we are not allowed to write to the MODE register when we are in user mode. Design a
forwarding circuit for forwarding of the MODE register so that the problem is resolved (i.e. define
all the signals needed to implement such a circuit).

Exercise 2: (Rollback) (3 + 3 + 1 points)
In case of self-modifying code execution, it could happen that we are fetching an instruction which
has been just written and is still sitting in the pipeline. We can detect this situation at register
stage 3, when we have the effective address of the store instruction in ea.3 register. If we discover
that this address equals to the address of a fetched instruction, we need to do a rollback and fetch
this instruction one more time. In the exercise you need to:

1. Define the signals rollbackk and fullk for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}

2. Modify the construction of PC/DPC control circuit such that it performs a rollback when
necessary.

3. Can the problem be solved with forwarding (without rollback)? Explain your answer.

Exercise 3: (Illegal instruction) (2 points)
In the lecture we introduced several types of interrupts. One of them is illegal instruction. In the
exercise you need to define the predicate ill(c). (use the MIPS instruction set given in the lecture,
don’t forget about the instructions forbidden in user mode!)
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